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SECTION 00

INTRODUCTION

LETTER FROM
THE CEOS/PRESIDENTS

Manuj Nikhanj, CFA, FRM
co-CEO/President
RS Energy Group

Consistent messaging across all of RS
Energy Group allows customers to see and
understand our value proposition and for us
to deliver on the brand’s promise. Given our
growing team and expanding reach across
industry, a comprehensive and clear brand
philosophy is increasingly important to
communicate and achieve our mission.

prospects and the energy industry, and our
commitment to these guidelines, will also
help us to achieve our vision.

What is our mission? We create unrivaled
energy data and apply expert intelligence and
relentless innovation to deliver products and
services that deepen relationships.

Thanks to all for your tremendous efforts and
commitment thus far in creating our globally
respected brand. We’re excited about the
trajectory of our products, client relationships
and software and the potential that you have
all contributed to.

The style and identity guidelines herein
present principles to create and maintain
our brand. Its awareness among clients,
Jim Jarrell, P.Eng.
co-CEO/President
RS Energy Group

What is our vision? To be the preferred
provider of enhanced energy data, powerful
analytics and investment solutions as well as
a trusted partner in strategic decisions.

Thank you,
Your co-CEOs/Presidents
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SECTION 01

BRAND HISTORY/PHILOSOPHY

Brand History
Brand Philosophy

01

BRAND
HISTORY

RS Energy Group (RSEG) since 1998 has
provided high-quality, data-driven and
technically-focused energy research,
analysis and evaluations. RSEG’s brand has
successfully transitioned through three
corporate structures, building upon core
values to establish a comprehensive brand
philosophy.
			
Beginning in 1998, Ross Smith Energy Group
analysts repurposed the same tools used by
the oil and gas industry to help institutional
investors make more informed and accurate
investment decisions. RSEG established itself
as an innovative technical leader in energy
investment research and a trusted partner in
energy investing.
In 2011, as a business unit in ITG, RSEG
honed its institutional expertise and solidified
its position as the only energy intelligence
provider to combine a deep understanding of
technical fundamentals with capital markets
experience.

BRAND
PHILOSOPHY

Backed in 2015 by Warburg Pincus, a private
equity firm focused on growth investing
at scale, RSEG evolved beyond subsurface
expertise and capital markets experience and
became a technological leader in insight to its
client base.
New products in data and analytics and an
enhanced offering in oil & gas intelligence
solidified RSEG’s position among institutional
investors and promoted its appeal to
operators and other industry stakeholders.
Today, RSEG’s brand consolidates its history
as an innovative, disruptive, Calgary-based
investment research start-up, an alphagenerating team within a multinational
NY-based agency brokerage and a portfolio
company for one of the most respected
private equity firms in the world.

Our brand’s philosophy is simple: bring
together some of the brightest minds to
create unrivaled energy data and apply
expert intelligence and relentless innovation
to deliver products and services that deepen
relationships. Much of RSEG’s success can be
attributed to the collaborative relationships
we have within the company as well as with
clients. Our culture enables us to disrupt the
industry with unrivaled energy intelligence
and quality data.

The language we use will have a consistent
voice but its tone will vary based on the
communication channel. From the depth of
our analyses to the quality of our data and
the precision of our graphics to the collective
support of the team, these differentiated
elements will continue to position us ahead of
our competition.
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SECTION 02

BRAND VOICE/TONE

Brand Voice
Brand Tone

02

BRAND VOICE/TONE
HOW WE COMMUNICATE
Brand Voice is the point of view and the personality of the company. It is who we are, the
words and graphics we use and the way we present ourselves. Whether we are releasing new
research, speaking at conferences or sending marketing material to prospective clients, we are
professional, authoritative and engaging.
Tone is a characteristic of RSEG’s voice. The words we use and the graphics that we design
will depend on the communication channel and audience: a research report will be less
conversational in tone than a blog post.

HOW WE COMMUNICATE
Sales/
Marketing

Research/
Publications

Media

Speaking
Engagements

Value-Driven
Engaging
Authentic
Intriguing

Insightful
Technical
Innovative

Engaging
Intriguing
Innovative
Technical

Confident
Engaging
Unbiased
Passionate
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SECTION 03

CORPORATE LOGO

Logo Introduction
Clearspace
Unacceptable Use of Logo
Logo Placement
Taglines

03

LOGO
INTRODUCTION

THE LOGO
1. Logo Symbol
The symbol is an abstract fusion of a classic serif
typeface.

THE FULL LOGO
The RSEG logo is the defining visual element
of our identity. It consists of two parts: the
symbol, which is an abstract fusion of a
classic serif typeface, and the full name of
the company.
The symbol represents the legacy of the
company’s history and combines a modern
typeface to illustrate its current and future
position. The relationship between the
two elements is fixed and should never be
changed or used in a manner beyond the
current brand standards.

The logo typefaces are carefully chosen for
their clean and legible nature and balance of
all elements into a cohesive shape. The logo
will primarily appear in black or white only,
with gray used on multi-page documents
after the full logo has appeared first.
Use of any stylized, animated, hand-drawn or
other versions violates the logo system and
brand consistency.

2. Logo Title
The font used here is Montserrat Regular.

1

2

ALTERNATE FULL LOGO

ALTERNATE SYMBOL ONLY

4

3

3. Alternate Full Logo
To be used with specific social
media posts and on backgrounds
that may impede the logo’s
visibility.
4. Alternate Symbol Only
Used when the appearance of
the logo needs to occur more
than once. For example, on
multi-page documents such as
reports or letters.

BRAND BOOK
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CLEARSPACE

UNACCEPTABLE USE OF LOGO

It’s imperative to keep the RSEG logo free and clear of
other graphical elements or text. An exclusion zone has

been established around the perimeter of the logo.
See below.

No gradients.
No stroke.
No drop shadow.

Do not distort logo.
Do not place text within the safe zones.
Do not use colors other than black, gray and white.

2.5x

3.0x

Do not place text here.

0.5x

Smallest Logo Size
Full Logo - minimum
size 2 cm wide.
Symbol only minimum size 1 cm
wide.

Do not place text here.

BRAND BOOK
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LOGO PLACEMENT

TAGLINE

Giving the logo preferred placement in all collateral allows
the logo to have a distinct presence. The RSEG logo must
appear on the initial view of all communications, including
print, digital and video, to introduce a viewer to the
brand. A top-left position has a greater impact and won’t
distract from other messaging.

There are rare instances where the logo may be
positioned bottom left, such as an email signature, but for
majority of cases the approved positions shown below
should be used.

The tagline “Data Driven Intelligence“ speaks to RSEG’s
unique ability to use its proprietary, analytics-ready data
to derive the intelligence product. Our intelligence reports

OPTION A

LEARN MORE AT

#626

RS PRISM

DUG EAST CONFERENCE
JUNE 20-22, 2017
PITTSBURGH, PA

DATA DRIVEN
INTELLIGENCE™

start with the “scrubbed“ and cleaned data that we pull
ourselves and ultimately trust (we do not rely on a third
party to provide us with data).

OPTION B

OPTION C

DATA DRIVEN
INTELLIGENCE™

Data Driven Intelligence™

RELEASE NOTES
Version 3.0.0
October 14, 2017

©2017 RS Energy Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Not to be reproduced or transmitted without permission. | www.rseg.com

TRADEMARKS
“It could be that they’re
just fed up.”

ROBERT
BEDIN P.Eng.
DIRECTOR, ENERGY RESEARCH

DATA DRIVEN
INTELLIGENCE™
©2017 RS Energy Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Not to be reproduced or transmitted without permission. | www.rseg.com

The following corporate trademarks are in
effect, reference accordingly.

Data Driven Intelligence™
RS Data™
RS Research™
RS Prism™
RS Advisory™
RS Analytics™
RS Analytics Plus™
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SECTION 04

CORPORATE TYPOGRAPHY

Primary Font
Secondary Font

04

THE CORPORATE FONTS
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Typography is key in communicating
a consistent voice and standard.
Carefully executed typography
reinforces the company’s personality,
both internally and externally.
The fonts selected to embody the
company’s brand are Montserrat and
Cairo (primary) and Arial (secondary).
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To be used in public-facing
collateral that doesn’t allow for
font embedding within the native
application, such as Microsoft
Excel

TYPE EXAMPLES
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SECTION 05

CORPORATE COLOR SYSTEM

Primary Color System
Secondary Color System

05

THE PRIMARY/SECONDARY COLOR SYSTEM
AND COLOR CODES

01

PRIMARY COLOR SYSTEM
RSEG’s primary colors are our legacy
orange, black and white. These colors
have become recognizable identifiers
for the company’s public-facing
media. All public-facing collateral will
utilize combinations of these
three colors.

BLACK
Pantone P Process Black U
WEB | #231F20
RGB | 35 31 32

SECONDARY COLOR SYSTEM

02
ORANGE
Pantone P 24-7 U
WEB | #F79131
RGB | 247 145 49

FUSCHIA
Pantone P 75-7
WEB | #EF509C
RGB | 239 80 156

03

GREEN
Pantone P 145-6 U
WEB | #4DBA6D
RGB | 77 185 108

04

DARK GRAY
Pantone P 172-9 U
WEB | #726F74
RGB | 115 111 117

05

BURGUNDY
Pantone P 64-8 U
WEB | #920033
RGB | 147 25 54

06

YELLOW
Pantone P 7-8 U
WEB | #FFCF01
RGB | 254 207 8
CORAL
Pantone P 45-3 U
WEB | #F69679
RGB | 247 151 121

07

09

BLUE
Pantone P 115-15 U
WEB | #00A5DC
RGB | 0 165 219
PURPLE
Pantone P 88-14 U
WEB | #995699
RGB | 153 87 153

08

10
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SECTION 06

VISUALS AND ICONOGRAPHY

Data Art
Icons

VISUALS AND ICONOGRAPHY

06
RSEG uses data-driven, nonliteral, pre-approved art to
enhance the brand. Although
backgrounds can be used
throughout a document, they
can also be utilized on front
and back covers if so desired.
Only approved visuals can be
utilized for any internal- or
external- branded collateral
pieces.
Within the RSEG brand, icons
displayed on a screen or print
layout are implemented to
ease navigation through
content for a user. Our
customized icons serve
as a quick, intuitive
representation of a function
or branded product.

ICONS

DATA VISUALS
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SECTION 07

CORPORATE STATIONERY

Business Cards
Letterhead
Envelopes

COMPANY
LETTERHEAD
PARAMETER
Paper Dimensions
8.5“ x 11“
US Letter
Weight
Uncoated White

January 1, 2018

David Morgan
123 Street | Suite 605 | New York, NY | 10022
david.morgan@gmail.com

Standard Lorem Ipsum passage, used since the 1500s “Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore
eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id
est laborum.”
Section 1.10.32 of “de Finibus Bonorum et Malorum”, written by Cicero in 45 BC “Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste
natus error sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore
veritatis et quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit aspernatur
aut odit aut fugit, sed quia consequuntur magni dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam
est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed quia non numquam eius modi tempora incidunt
ut labore et dolore magnam aliquam quaerat voluptatem. Ut enim ad minima veniam, quis nostrum exercitationem ullam
corporis suscipit laboriosam, nisi ut aliquid ex ea commodi consequatur? Quis autem vel eum iure reprehenderit qui in ea
voluptate velit esse quam nihil molestiae consequatur, vel illum qui dolorem eum fugiat quo voluptas nulla pariatur?”

Leila Thornborough
Chief Compliance Officer &
Director of Operations

Leila Thornborough

CALGARY |

585 8TH AVENUE SW | SUITE 1400
CALGARY, ALBERTA | T2P 1G1
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COMPANY
BUSINESS CARDS
PARAMETER

COMPANY
ENVELOPE
Frontside

Dimensions
2“x 3.5“

Backside

PARAMETER
Dimensions - Regular
8 7/8“ x 3 7/8“

Weight
130# Uncoated White

Dimensions - Large
9“ x 12“

Additional
Area highlighted in fuchsia represents
clear UV spot gloss

Weight
Uncoated White

CALGARY |

585 8TH AVENUE SW | SUITE 1400
CALGARY, ALBERTA | T2P 1G1

DAVID
HOWARD P. Eng
CO-HEAD RESEARCH & ADVISORY
T | 403.213.6551
C | 403.390.7387
david.howard@rseg.com
www.rseg.com
CALGARY | NEW YORK | HOUSTON

CALGARY |

585 8TH AVENUE SW | SUITE 1400
CALGARY, ALBERTA | T2P 1G1
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SECTION 08

GRID SYSTEMS

Grid Systems
Letter Grid System
Map Grid System
Presentation Grid System

RSEG GRID SYSTEMS

08

LETTER GRID SYSTEM
EXAMPLES

THE GRID SYSTEM
Any layout should be guided by a proper
grid system. A grid can be used to organize
graphic elements in relation to a page, to

other graphic elements on the page or in
relation to other parts of the same graphic
element or shape.

10-COLUMN SYSTEM

BRAND BOOK
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MAP GRID SYSTEM
EXAMPLE

PRESENTATION GRID
SYSTEM EXAMPLE

WIDE SCREEN PRESENTATION FORMAT

3 X 3 MAP SYSTEM

BRAND BOOK
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SECTION 09

IMAGES

Corporate Image
Corporate Image Color

CORPORATE IMAGE

09

EXAMPLES FOR
RSEG’S CORPORATE
IMAGE SYSTEM

THE CORPORATE IMAGE SYSTEM
Corporate images transfer the values of
RSEG to our public clients. RSEG uses various

corporate marketing techniques to enhance
our public image and broaden our reach.

PROFILE CROP

FEATURE CROP

WEBSITE CROP

Requirements:
- saturate colors
- high contrast
- sharp focus on subject

- minimalistic look
- blurred background
- modern and businesslike

BRAND BOOK
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SECTION 10

OTHER COLLATERAL &
CORRESPONDANCE

Email Signature
Public Relations/Media Relations

10

CORPORATE
EMAIL SIGNATURES

PUBLIC/MEDIA
RELATIONS

SIGNATURES/RESPONSES
All employees of RSEG should adhere to the
below email format for both emails as the
sender and reply emails as recipient.

Additional call to action (CTA) items can be
added but must be approved by marketing or
creative team. See examples below.

SIGNATURE FORMAT
Full Signature
1. Event Promotion/Call to Action (Optional)
6 pt | Montserrat Light | Title Case
2. Logo (Mandatory)
3/4-in width
3. Name and Designation (Mandatory)
7 pt | Montserrat Bold | All Caps |
RSEG Orange
4a. Title (Optional)
6 pt | Montserrat Light | Title Case
4b. Contact Information (Mandatory)
6 pt | Montserrat Light | Title Case
5. Email Address (Mandatory)
6 pt | Montserrat Regular | Title Case |
RSEG Blue
6. Company Tagline (Mandatory)
Reply Options
Same style carries over from full signature
with basic information (full name, designation
and phone numbers)

Register for our Annual Play-by-Play Conference | November 28, 2017 | Houston

GIBSON SCOTT, CFA
Co-Head of Research & Advisory
585 8th Avenue SW | Suite 1400 | Calgary, AB | T2P 1G1
T | 403.294.6891
C | 403.606.1471
gibson.scott@rseg.com | www.rseg.com
DATA DRIVEN INTELLIGENCE™

Public relations is defined as RSEG’s
relationship, as a company, with the public.
PR activities include requests for interviews,
expert resource material/source citing and all
other media interactions/inquiries. Any and
all of the above should be reviewed to ensure
consistent messaging is delivered to the
public and no conflict of interest exists. Media
relations channels include:
•

Print (industry publications and
local/national/global publications)

•

Broadcast (local/national/global media
outlets such as WSJ, Bloomberg, Reuters,
etc.)

•

Online media (industry and local/national/
global digital media)

Please contact RSEG Marketing for any public
relations questions/inquiries at
marketing@rseg.com.

JIM MAGILL

GLEN FOSTER

GIBSON SCOTT, CFA

T | 646.948.1259
C | 914.393.3827

T | 215.901.1162

Co-Head of Research & Advisory
T | 403.294.689
C | 403.606.1471

Crisis Management
Crisis communication is managed to
protect and defend an RSEG employee or
the company facing a public challenge to
reputation. For more information on RSEG’s
crisis management plan, please contact
marketing@rseg.com.
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SECTION 11

WRITING PHILOSOPHY

Writing Philosophy

WRITING PHILOSOPHY

11

• A writer’s task is to gain clients’
attention and hold their interest so
they keep reading. Give readers the
information they need and present it in
a form they can understand. Too much
information is as ineffective as too
little. Take the reader’s perspective to
judge writing and information provided.
What do they need to know? What
information must you tell them and
what do you want to tell them?
• Content is the information and message
communicated by writer; style is the
way the information is conveyed. Style
weaves tone, vocabulary, rhythm,
grammar, syntax, emphasis and usage
into a unified word tapestry.
• An author’s duty is to sound
authoritative and able. Let your
competence shine through by saying
what you have to say wisely and well.
Vague terms force readers to fill the void
with their own interpretations, which
may not fit the author’s intentions.
This distorts the message, resulting in
lost/inaccurate information for reader
and distrust of writer for appearing to
mislead readers.

• Where possible, express conviction
and opinion. The bolder the conviction
expressed, the better and more
interesting the writing. The opinions
must be backed up by facts and
evidence. Show, don’t tell.
• Write succinctly. It can be tempting to
believe complicated sentences stuffed
with jargon, adjectives and acronyms
will convince readers that research is
equally complicated. This is not true. The
simpler the writing, the clearer the depth
of research.

Where
possible,
express
conviction
and opinion.

BRAND BOOK
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SECTION 12

WRITING TIPS

Writing Techniques
Writing Structure

WRITING TECHNIQUES

12

• Readable and effective sentences vary
in length, pattern and the way ideas are
connected. Sentences should be structured
to express clear relationships among ideas.
Subordinate and coordinate ideas, create
parallel structures and place phrases/
clauses at the beginning, middle and end of
sentences.
• Avoid adjectives such as quite, good,
significant, substantial, meaningful, etc.
They tell us little and are often poor
substitutes for quantitative descriptions.

The well is performing poorly.
What does poorly mean? Is that 25% below
expectations? 50%? Add details to say
exactly what you mean.

The well produced 100 boe/d/1,000’ but
The company expected 150 boe/d/1,000’.
• Choose active voice whenever possible. It is
easier to write and more engaging for clients
than passive voice.

LPI drilled more than 300 wells in the
past 18 months versus More than 300
wells were drilled over the past 18
months by LPI.
• Test words in context. Does it match
exactly the sound and sense of intended
meaning? Is there another word that more

WRITING STRUCTURE
accurately communicates your message?
As Mark Twain wrote,
“The difference between the right
word and the almost-right word is the
difference between lightning and
lightning bug.“
• Read words aloud. If they sound wrong,
they probably are.
• Keep tone consistent. Don’t switch from
formal to slang and back again.
• Emphasize affirmation (what happened),
not disaffirmation (what didn’t). This
means, where possible, state a negative
fact positively.
• Negative phrasing: His hands weren’t
clean.
• Positive phrasing: His hands were dirty.
• Bring readers into the action with specific
details:
The visitor ate a big meal and drank a
lot versus The stranger devoured a half a
turkey and four 20-ounce cans of beer in
45 minutes.
• Choose specific verbs over generic. The
latter broadly describes – see, take, speak.
A specific verb focuses on an aspect of
the generic and gives it character and
dynamics – gazes, grabs, chats. Vibrant
language needs forceful verbs.

TIP A

Key points equal sales pitch that
should spur clients to read the report
while giving them a good idea of what
will follow. Too much info, readers lose
interest and never get to text. Too
little, readers could interpret this as
disinterest in subject and stop reading.
Basically, pique their interest without
burdening them. Present information
directly with clarity, passion and
imagination.

TIP B

Body paras should support key points
and move reader on to additional
paras of support. Body paras act as
the building blocks that support the
ideas/recommendations introduced
at start of report. If there is no
substance/proof of opening thesis,
then there is no reason for readers to
believe you or what you’ve written.

Present information
directly with clarity,
passion and imagination.

TIP C

Body paras should start with a topic
sentence to express the key insight.
Remain focused on the topic and place
details in sentences that support the
topic sentence and provide specific
details. Discard sentences that are
irrelevant to topic or disrupt unity
of para. If possible, end para with a
clinching sentence that refers back to
details just presented and provides a
bridge to the topic sentence of next
paragraph. Essentially, each para
is a mini-essay: a clear statement
of purpose (topic sentence),
development of specific ideas (support
sentences) and conclusion (clincher
sentence).
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SECTION 13

SPELLING, PUNCTUATION,
GRAMMAR

Apostrophe Use		Commas					Spelling Conventions
Hyphen Use		
Geographic/Geological Terms
Capitalization		
Punctuation for Dates, Temperatures and Time
Collective Nouns		
Grammar Hints

APOSTROPHE USE

13

HYPHEN USE

• Singular and plural nouns not
ending in s take an apostrophe and
s to form possessive: children’s
shoes, father’s hat.

• Compound nouns take hyphens: shut-in,
farm-in, farm-out, tie-in. Separate words
(no hyphen) if used as verbs: pay out,
shut in, farm out, farm in, tied in.

• Plural nouns ending in s take an
apostrophe alone: the cabbies’
strike.

• Hyphenate compound modifiers
preceding a noun unless meaning is
immediately clear: multibillion-dollar
project or shell-shocked corporate
culture but a sales tax increase.

• Singular nouns and words ending
in s (or an s sound) usually take ’s:
Chris’s drink or Strauss’s waltz.
• Use a single apostrophe for
joint possession and separate
apostrophes for separate
possession: Kim Kardashian and
Kayne West’s child but Kim’s and
Kayne’s shoes.
• When a series of words are
used to express a single idea,
apostrophe is placed on last word:
the government of Alberta’s
royalty regime.
• Most pronouns don’t need an
apostrophe: hers, his, its, ours,
yours and theirs.

• Adverbs ending in -ly are not followed
by hyphen since the -ly warns readers
the following word is modified: eagerly
awaited announcement, a darkly lit room.
• Use hyphens for fractions standing
alone: two-thirds or three-quarters.
• Add hyphens for successive compound
adjectives: 14th- and 15th-century
warfare, 30-, 45- and 60-second
intervals.
• Some word combinations are often
hyphenated even when standing
alone: noun plus adjective (oil-prone,
fire-resistant); adjective plus participle
(sweet-smelling, hard-earned); adjective
plus noun plus “ed“ (open-hearted, redfaced).

CAPITALIZATION
• Capitalize specific geographic areas
(South Texas), feature (Canadian
Shield) or accepted description (Silicon
Valley). Skip capitalization if just point
on compass, generalized direction or
descriptive region not widely recognized:
west of Edmonton, southern Montana
and downtown Dallas.
• Capitalize common nouns when they
are part of formal name: Atlantic Ocean,
Bossier Parish or Anadarko Basin.
• Lowercase common-noun elements of
names in plural uses: the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans, Johnson and Tarrant
counties, Sverdrup and Beaufort basins.
• Lowercase province and state used in
geographic sense: Washington state,
New York state. Only capitalize if part
of corporate name: Province of Ontario
bonds or New York State vs. Jones.
• Capitalize formal title directly preceding
a name: Prime Minister Stephen Harper.
Lowercase when standing alone or set
off by commas from name of individual/
group/organization: the prime minister;
Stephen Harper, the prime minister.

• 6. Capitalize proper names of wellknown buildings, bridges and other
manufactured features: House of
Commons, Oval Office or the Kremlin
• Lowercase general terms standing
alone, in plurals or used descriptively:
the stadium, Banff and Kootenay
national parks, a Bow River bridge.
• Capitalize proclaimed laws, treaties
and historic documents: Charter of
Rights, Kyoto Protocol. However,
use lowercase for proposed and
defeated legislation, general reference
and plurals: the acts, the code, the
proposed charter of rights.
• Capitalize international and national
legislative bodies; use lowercase
for provincial, state and regional
legislatures and local councils.
• Capitalize specified political and
administration divisions: Herrick
Township, Greater Vancouver Regional
District.
• Common titles: B.Sc., BA, M.Sc., MA,
B.Comm, PhD and P.Eng.
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COMMAS

• Put commas between three or
more elements in a series but
not before conjunction (and,
or, but, nor) in front of the last
item unless it avoids confusion:
men, women and children;
The Rimrock Hotel’s breakfast
included cereal, pancakes, and
bacon and eggs.
• Use commas to separate
adjectives before a noun when
the commas represent the word
and: a mean, grouchy, unpopular
man.
• Omit commas if the adjectives
could not be separated by and
while still making sense: a cold
tile floor; an aristocratic English
family.
• Use a comma to set off an
introductory clause or long
phrase that precedes the main
clause: If God did not exist, it
would be necessary to invent
Him.
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PUNCTUATION FOR DATES,
TEMPERATURES AND TIME

• We use the convention that current year is the default time
reference. Unless there is a need to avoid possible confusion, adding
time element is not needed. LPI raised its capex forecast for the year
to $75O million, up from May’s estimate of $600 million (not May
20XX).
• For month used with a specific date, abbreviate all except March,
April, May, June and July. Spell out full name when standing alone or
with a year alone: December is cold, his daughter was born in June
2008.
• Our style for quarterly or half-year period is digit-alpha-digit: 2Q17,
1H17 and 2H18.
• Use commas to set off year from month and day: Dec. 9, 2008, was
a Tuesday.

COLLECTIVE NOUNS

• Companies are a collective noun,
similar to group or team, that
aggregate individuals or things into
a singular form. Company, team and
group refer to several people but
each word takes singular form for
verb and pronoun.
Correct: Encana said its assets are
economic at $50 WTI.
Incorrect: Encana said their
assets are economic at $50 WTI.

GEOGRAPHIC/
GEOLOGICAL TERMS

• Dates don’t need apostrophes at end to indicate plurals: the early
’30s, in the 1970s.
• Us a hyphen to connect dates except when preceded by “from“ or
“between“ (the 1982-83 tax year, from January to March). Don’t
drop the first two digits if the numbers are not the same: 1998-99
but 1998-2002.

• Montney Formation, not
Montney formation.

• FY 2016 or FY16 are acceptable, not FY '16.

• Grande Prairie Halfway Unit. No.
1, not Grande Prairie Halfway
unit No. 1

• Add a space between temperature and unit of measurement: 5 C,
450 F

• Shell Waterton Gas Plant, not
Shell Water gas plant

GRAMMAR HINTS

Participle phrases at beginning of a sentence must modify the subject
of the main clause that follows.
Incorrect: Covered in wildflowers, Joe Blow pondered the
hillside’s beauty.
Correct: Covered in wildflowers, the hillside inspired Joe Blow
with its beauty.
Place adjectival clauses near the words they modify.
Incorrect: I put the TV in the middle of the room that I
recently purchased.
Correct: I put the TV that I recently purchased in the middle of
the room.
Non-restrictive clauses are parenthetic and need to be set off by
commas. A non-restrictive clause is one that does not identify or
define the antecedent noun.
The crowd, which was initially indifferent, became more
interested in the play as it progressed.
Restrictive clauses are essential (not parenthetical) and are not set
off by commas.
People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw stones.
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SPELLING CONVENTION

(Note: when in doubt, look at Schlumberger’s glossary at http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com/Search.cfm)

A
adviser, not advisor, but it’s advisory
service

H
analogue (save analog for discussion
of computers)

appendixes

backtest

borehole

breakeven (one word as noun/
adjective) but two words (break
even) when used as verb

buildout (noun), build out (verb)

bottomhole assembly

B

C
calendar-day, then CD

calendar-month, followed by CM

cleanup (noun) and clean up (verb)

high-grading

I
Indexes (indices acceptable when
used as an indicator: Various indices,
ranging from satellite crop maps to
insurance industry claim rates, make
it possible to estimate the cost of
climate change.)

M

D

Mid-Atlantic
deepwater

de-risked

drill pipe, drill collars and drill bit but
drillstring

deep-cut / shallow-cut (as in plant)

E
estimated ultimate recovery, EUR
afterwards. Plural version (EURs)
contains no apostrophe.

flowback

frac, frac’ing, frac’ability

G
gray

greenfield / brownfield

O
oil sands

online

onstream

openhole

original gas-in-place becomes OGIP
on second reference

original oil-in-place becomes OOIP
on second reference

P

followup (noun and adjective)

in situ (two words and no hyphen,
style used by AER)

Mid-Continent, Mid-Continental but
Midcon

overpressured (one word)

Eagle Ford

F
farm in/farm out, shut in and tied in
when used as verbs. But it’s farm-in/
farm-out, shut-in and tie-in when
used as nouns.

in-line (when used as an adjective or
adverb)

internet (no cap)

coalbed methane, CBM on second
reference.

data set (two words)

horizontal – spell out in text unless
part of a well license ID. Use Hz for
graphics

proved developed producing XXX,
can be PDP on second reference.
Only use when quoting a qualified
engineering firm’s reserve report.

Plants, units and formations
Shell Waterton Gas Plant (not
Shell Waterton gas plant)
Grande Prairie Halfway Unit No. 1
Pouce Coupe Montney B Pool
(not Pouce Coupe Montney “B“
Pool Montney Formation
(singular) but Montney and
Halfway formations
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

Units of Measurement

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

R
ramp-up (noun), ramp up (verb)

14

recomplete/ recompletion

S
shallow-water XXX (hyphen needed
when used as a modifier) but
separate words if standing alone

slickwater

supermajor

T
third-party XXXX (hyphenate if part
of phrase)

total organic carbon (TOC on second
reference)

V

• Area: acres or hectares (ha is acceptable on second reference).
• Contractions are OK if used in a phrase: EUR/1,000’ or boe/d/1,000’, though it’s preferable
to define phrase on first use so clients new to oil and gas industry aren’t baffled by
unexplained jargon.
• Spell out whole numbers below 10 and use figures for 10 and above. A series may mix:
ABC drilled three wells and turned 12 to sales in the quarter.
• Proppant Loading – pounds of sand per gallon of fluid – lbs/gal
• Fluid Intensity – barrels of fluid per foot of lateral – bbl/ft.

U
US

• Lateral Intensity – feet of lateral per short Imperial (US) ton of rock – ft/t
• Fluid loading – don’t use

W
water cut (two words)

• Meters and kilometers unless in charts (then use m and km).

• Proppant Intensity – pounds of sand per foot of lateral – lbs/ft

vitrinite reflectance (VRo on second
reference), a measurement of
thermal maturity

UK

stagger-stack, staggered-stack or
staggered-stacked

• Distance: Inch, feet and miles unless in charts (then use in, ft and mi).

working interest (WI on second
reference)
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SECTION 15

ACRONYMS

Acronyms

N

ACRONYMS

15

A
AER – Alberta Energy Regulator

API – American Petroleum Institute

B
B.C. or BC – British Columbia

BE – breakeven point (cost, point, threshold, etc.)

CBM – coalbed methane

C5+ – pentanes plus

CAPP – Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers

CAR – RSEG-coined term to describe production
from Canada, America and Russia.

CCS – carbon capture and storage

COGCC – Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission

CO2 – carbon dioxide

CSS – cyclic steam stimulation

CTL – coal-to-liquids

E
EIA – Energy Information Administration

EOR – enhanced oil recovery

EPA – Environmental Protection Agency

EUR – estimated ultimate recovery

F

GOM – Gulf of Mexico

I

ODNR – Ohio Department of Natural
Resources

P
PADD – Petroleum Administration for
Defense Districts

PA DEP – Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection

R
RRC – Railroad Commission of Texas

S
SAGD – steam assisted gravity drainage
SA-SAGD – solvent-assisted SAGD
CSP SA-SAGD – cyclic solvent process,
solvent-assisted SAGD

SCO – synthetic crude oil

SO2 – sulfur dioxide

T

USGC – US Gulf Coast

USGS – US Geological Survey

V
W

L

MLP – master limited partnership

OCS – Outer Continental Shelf

VOC – volatile organic compounds

IEA – International Energy Agency

M

NYMEX – New York Mercantile Exchange

U

G

LTO – light tight oil

NOCAR – RSEG term for non-OPEC
output excluding OPEC, Canada, America
and Russia

NGLs – natural gas liquids

TVD – true vertical depth

FERC – Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

LNG – liquefied natural gas

NEB – National Energy Board

O

C

GHG – greenhouse gas emissions

NDIC – North Dakota Industrial
Commission

LPG – liquefied petroleum gas

WCSB – Western Canada Sedimentary
Basin

WTI – West Texas Intermediate

Y
YE – year-end

YTD – year-to-date

WVGES – West Virginia Geological and
Economic Survey
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MISCELLANEOUS

Quick Tips

QUICK TIPS

16

• Avoid using “PDP“ or “PDP value“ when
describing a firm’s reserve unless
quoting/referencing a report by a
qualified engineering firm. RSEG is not
such an entity, so use phrase such as
“blowdown value“ or just “value“ to
avoid chance of sanction by regulators.
• Versus should be written out in text and
title of graphics. If used as callout or axis
label, vs. (no capital but with period) is
acceptable.
• Ampersands: only use if part of formal
name, say Carrizo Oil & Gas. Otherwise
use “and“ and avoid the typographical
symbol.
• X-axis label for rate/cum and rate/time
charts should use “Month“ rather than
the plural form. The labels should be
read as production at month 10, 20,
XXX rather than production after 10, 20
or XX months.
• Use proper ticker for company when
citing as source. It should be BHGE for
Baker Hughes, not BH.
• Graphic titles should describe the
relationship between x and y axes
without merely duplicating those labels.
Insights, assertions and interpretations
should be depicted within the graphic

• Use tickers for public companies and names (in
title casing) for private firms.

with text or typographical elements
such as star, arrow or circle. Complicated
graphics that RSEG spent years developing
and explaining to clients, such as dispatch
curves and scatters, are exempt from the
default naming convention.
• Titles for slides in presentations are
different than reports, since the former
normally lack supporting text found in the
latter. The assertion/insight should be part
of title, though it can be emphasized within
the graphic with text or typographical
elements (star, arrow, etc.)
• To name graphics, it should be all caps and
bold for the figure reference but no bold
for vertical bar (not colon) and title. A space
is needed on both sides of vertical part, so
it should be:
FIGURE 1 | Example of Graphics Title.
No bolding or all caps are used for source
citations of graphics, should be:
Source | RSEG, company presentations,
raw data provided by xxxx

• All graphics in reports and blogs need a figure
reference, title and source citation. Authors
should insert reference to figures in text. Use
bold font for figure number but not parenthesis
or “and“ if more than one graphic is mentioned.
Our preferred style has reference in brackets
but it’s OK to insert into text, especially
if following something already set off by
parenthesis.
Examples: DJ recoveries are highest in the
Wattenberg field (Figure xx); DJ recoveries
are highest in the Wattenberg field (based on
lateral-normalized EURs), shown in
Figure XX and Figure XX.
• We use title casing for headlines and graphic
titles. This means words longer than three
letters such as “from“ and “with“ are capitalized
while shorter word such as “but“ and “and“ are
not. The exceptions are verbs and pronouns as
they take upper casing:
Silicon Valley Firm Finds Diversity Is a
Tough Sell to Its Employees
• If a graphic has two y-axis labels, one on left
side should read from bottom to top while one
on right should read top to bottom, see image
to the right.
• Our style for text in presentations is to use
bullets to block off key points or several items
related to one topic. Text starts with a capital
and ends in a period, regardless of whether you
have a full sentence or fragment. Using hanging
indents for each item.

The L.I.Z.A Framework

Expected Ultimate Recovery
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Future Risks?

What Are We Watching?
• Spacing
If operators shrink the reservoir volume accessed by each well by spacing too close, oil declines will likely
accelerate.
• Operating conditions

Maintaining a higher bottomhole flowing pressure will decrease the rate of depletion and the following GR .
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CONTACT INFORMATION

CONTACT
Feel free to send your questions about
RSEG’s Brand Book to:
Lola Famure
RS Energy Group
Creative Director
E: lola.famure@rseg.com
P: 403.536.4923
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